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I can do
Bird is talking to his animal friends 
and asks them what they can do. 
Fish can swim but cannot fly and 

monkey can climb but cannot swim. 
Eventually all the animals realise 
that they are all different but 

it is their differences that make 
them amazing.

We are all different but 
we are all special.

Moral/Lesson:

I can do
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‘Hello, friends.
Look at me, I can fly!’
says bird.
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‘What can you do, fish?’
asks bird.
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‘I can swim, but I can’t fly’, 
says fish.
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‘What can you do, monkey?’ 
asks bird.
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‘I can climb, but I can’t 
swim,’ says monkey.
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‘What can you do, rabbit?’ 
asks bird.
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‘I can run, but I can’t 
climb,’ says rabbit.
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‘What can you do, frog?’
asks bird.
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‘I can hop, but I can’t run,’ 
says frog.
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‘What can you do, cat?’
asks bird.
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‘I can walk, but I can’t hop,’ 
says cat.
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‘What can you do, snake?’ 
asks bird.
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‘I can slide, but I can’t 
walk,’ says snake.
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I can 
hop

I can 
walk

I can
slide

I can run
I can

fly

I can 
climb

I can swim
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‘Wow! we are all different,
but we are all amazing!’
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